A regular semigroup S (for the definition, see [1] ) is called strictly regular if the set E of idempotents of S is a subsemigroup of S. If the set E of a regular semigroup S satisfies a (nontrivial) permutation identity x L x 2 x n -x πω x π{2 ) x-u)i where π is a (nontrivial) permutation of 1, 2, , n, then it can be proved (see [6] ) that I? is a subsemigroup of S (in fact, E is a normal band 1 ) and hence S is strictly regular. In this case, S is particularly called a generalized inverse semigroup. Thus any generalized inverse semigroup is strictlyregular, but the converse is not true. In the previous paper [6] the author studied the structure of generalized inverse semigroups and established the following theorem:
THEOREM. A semigroup is a generalized inverse semigroup if and only if it is isomorphic to the quasi-direct product of a left normal band, an inverse semigroup and a right normal band.
The main purpose of this paper is to establish a similar result for the class of strictly regular semigroups. Any notation and terminology should be referred to [1] , [6] , unless otherwise stated. 2* Greatest inverse semigroup decompositions* In this section, we shall determine the greatest inverse semigroup decomposition of a given strictly regular semigroup.
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Let R be a regular semigroup. Then for any aeR, there exists x e R such that axa = a and xax = x. Such an element x is called an inverse of a. An inverse of a is not necessarily unique.
Reilly and Scheiblich [4] has proved the following lemma: LEMMA 1. ([4] , Lemma 1.3.) Let e be an idempotent of a strictly regular semigroup S. Then, every inverse of e is an idempotent.
According to a recent information, the following two lemmas have been also obtained by a paper of T. E. Hall submitted to the Bull. Australian Math. Soc, though the author did not see yet the paper.
LEMMA 2. Let S be a strictly regular semigroup, and E the band {i.e., the idempotent semigroup) consisting of all idempotents of S. Let e, f be elements of E such that efe -e and fef = /. Then, for any a, ceS 12 , any inverse x of aec is also an inverse of afc.
Proof. By the assumption, we have (aec)x(aec) = aec, x(aec)x = x Ϋ efe = e and fef = /. Let α*, c* be any inverses of a, c respectively. (If a = 1 or c = 1, then we take 1 as 1*.) Since aecc*(cxa)a*aec = aec, we have a*aecc*(cxa)a*aecc* = a*aecc*. Moreover, cxa{a*aecc*)cxac xaecxa = cxa. Since a*a, cc* and e are all idempotents and since S is strictly regular, the element α*αecc* is an idempotent. Since a*aecc* is an inverse of cxa and is an idempotent, it follows from Lemma 1 that cxa is also an idempotent. This means that cxa is an inverse of a*afcc*. (In general, let E-^ ^ {E r : 7 e Γ}(Γ semilattice; E r rectangular band) be the structure decomposition (for the definition, see [5] or [6] ) of E. Since efe = e, fef = f, there exists E r such that e,feE r .
Hence for any ξeE a and ηeE β , we have ζeη, ξfη e E arβ . Therefore any idempotent τ which is an inverse of ζeη is also an inverse of ξfη.)
Hence we have a*afcc*(cxa)a*afcc* -a*afcc*, a*afcxafcc* = a*afcc* and accordingly
Next, we shall consider about the element x(afc)x.
afc(x(afc)x)afc = afc (by (2.1)) and 2 S 1 means the adjunction of an identity 1 to S if S has no identity. If 5 has an identity, then S 1 means S itself.
Therefore, x(afc)x is an inverse of afc. Accordingly, by using the same method used to get the relation (2.1), we have
Hence, x(aec)x(afc)x(aec)x = x(aec)x. Since x is an inverse of aec, we have
Therefore, it follows from (2.1), (2.3) that x is an inverse of afc.
Let R be a regular semigroup. If a mapping φ:R-+R satisfies the condition (2. 4) for any x e R, xφ{x)x = x and <p (x) Since ee {<p(e): φeΩ}, we have ee{φ(f): φeΩ). Hence efe = e and fef = /. Conversely, let efe = e and fef = /. Then, eσf follows from Lemma 2. Thus, eσf if and only if efe = e and fef = /. This means that σ gives the structure decomposition of E and accordingly that E/σ E is isomorphic to Γ. Since the set E/σ E of idempotents of S/σ is commutative, S/σ is an inverse semigroup having E/σ E as its basic semilattice.
Let G be an inverse semigroup, and L the basic semilattice of G. Let S be a strictly regular semigroup, and E the band consisting of all idempotents of S. If there exists a homomorphism ζ of S onto G such that U {f" 1^)
: teL} -E and the structure decomposition of E is E ~ Σί?"" 1^) -teL}, then we say that S is a regular extension of E by G.
REMARK. According to Clifford and Preston [2] , the above mentioned ζ is unique if it exists. Further, we have the following result: Let (?!, G 2 be inverse semigroups having L ly L 2 as their basic semilattices respectively. Let S be a strictly regular semigroup, and E the band consisting of all idempotents of S. Let ξ 19 ξ 2 be homomorphisms of S onto G 19 G 2 respectively such that \J {ζτ\t): te LJ = U {?Γ 1^) -% £ £2} = -2/ and the structure decomposition of E is given as each of {fr'OO: t e LJ and {frW: ^e L 2 }(that is, # -Σ {ίΓW^e LJ and £7 ^ Σ {ίΓ 1^) : w e L 2 }). Proof. Let σ be a congruence relation on S defined by (2.5). Then, it is easy to see from Lemma 4 that S is a regular extension of E by S/σ. Now for σ defined by (2.5), we have the following theorem: THEOREM 2. If S is a strictly regular semigroup, then σ defined by (2.5) gives the greatest inverse semigroup decomposition of S.
Proof. Let δ be any congruence relation on S such that S/δ is an inverse semigroup. Let a, ae S, denote the congruence class containing a mod δ. Now, let x, y be elements of S such that xδy. Since xδy, any inverse x* of x is also an inverse of y. Hence, xx*x = x, x*xx* = χ* 9 yx*y = y and x*yx* = x*. Therefore, each of x, y is an inverse of x*. By the assumption, S/δ is an inverse semigroup and hence an inverse of x* must be unique. Thus we have x = y, that is, xδy.
3* Quasi-direct products* In the previous paper [6], the author introduced the concept of quasi-direct products. We shall generalize that concept in this section.
Let R be an inverse semigroup, and L the basic semilattice of R. Let E be a band whose structure decomposition is (e, e) is contained in the product set E a x E a of E a and E a . Conversely for any (e, f) e E a x E a , there exists a unique element h of E a such that (h, h) = (e,f). Since R is an inverse semigroup, every element ξ of R has a unique inverse. We shall denote it by ζ" 1 . To each ordered pair (ξ, rj) of elements ζ, η of R, let correspond a mapping ρ {ζ>v) : (E ξζ 
If the system {/0 (ί , 7) : f, ^ei2} of these mappings /0 (e , 7) satisfies the follow-ing condition (3.3) The author does not know whether such a system {^( ί)3?) : f, ^ G i?} always exists or not for given R and E. However, we shall show later that a set of quasi-direct factors of E with respect to R always exists if E, R have some special types. Now, suppose that {p {ζ , v) : ζ, ηeR} is a set of quasi-direct factors of E with respect to R. Let EX R={((e,f), f): e e E ζξ -h fe E $ -i ξ , ξ e R}, and define multiplication in E X R as follows: ((e 19 f) , (e a , / 2 )), ^) .
Then, E X R becomes a strictly regular semigroup which has R as its homomorphic image and embeds E as the band of its idempotents. It is easy to see from the definition of the multiplication in E X R and (1) of (3.3) that E is embedded in E X R as the band of idempotents of E X R and R is a homomorphic image of E X R, while it follows from (2), (3) 
for every ordered pair (f, ^) of elements of R as follows:
where e, / are elements of E ζξ -i and E ηη -i respectively such that e = βΊ> β = /i> / = ^2 and / = / 2 . The existence of such elements e, / and their uniqueness are easily verified. Then the system {p { ς 9η) :ξ 9 ηeR] satisfies the conditions (1), (2), (3) of (3.3) and becomes a set of quasi-direct factors of E respect to R. Hence, there exists the quasi-direct product E X R of E and R determined by {p ( ς, η) : f, ηeR}. That is, f EχR = {((e,/), £):eeEu-i,feE s -ie,£eR}, and multiplication in E X R is given by
((£!> fi), y)((&2j fz)i ^) -(i°(5?,y)((βΊ>/i)> (^2> Λ))? ^)
where e, / are elements of E^-i and -27^-1 respectively Wch that e = e 19 e = f 19 f = e 2 and / = / 2 .
On the other hand, let I? X R (L) be the spined product (for the definition of spined products, see [5] or [6] ) of E and R with respect to
e L} by the definition of spined products. Define a mapping φ: £7 X R (L) ->E X R as follows: <£>(e, ξ) = ((e 9 1), f), (e, ξ) e E M R (L).
Then it is easy to see that φ is an isomorphism of E M R (L) onto E X R. Hence, in this case the quasidirect product E X R means the spined product E X R (L).
II. Let R be an inverse semigroup, and L the basic semilattice of R. Let E be a normal band having the structure decomposition E ~ Σ {-E« : ^ G L}. Since £7 is a normal band, E and i? are a left normal band and a right normal band respectively (see [6] , [7] ); hence ef = ef for e, fe E and ef=ef for β, /e J?.
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Now, define a mapping ρ {ξ>v) : (E ξξ 
for every ordered pair (f, 37) of elements ξ,η of R as follows: (3.6) Λ^)((£l, Λ), (e 2 , / 2 )) = (eA £&) , where h, g are any elements of E {ξv){ ζ V) -i and E {ξη) -i {ξv) respectively.
It was proved by [6] that eji and gf 2 do not depend on the selection of h, g and hence p iξ}V) is well-defined. It is also seen from [6] that the system {p iξ , v) : ζ.ηeR) satisfies (1), (2), (3) of (3.3) and becomes a set of quasi-direct factors of E with respect to R. Hence, we can consider the quasi-direct product E X R of E and R determined by
{Pu, η) :ζ, ηzR).
That is,
EχR = {{(e,f) ί v)ιeeEn-i,fεE y -ι yJ veR}, and multi-
where h, g are any elements of E ζv{ζv) -ι and E {ξη) -ι ξη respectively.
On the other hand, we can also consider the quasi-direct product Q(E ® i? (g) J; L) of j©, ^ and i? in the sense of [6] . Define a mapping
• e R. Then, it is easy to verify that this φ is an isomorphism of
Hence, the concept of quasi-direct products just introduced above is a generalization of the old concept of quasi-direct products introduced by [6] . Now, let R be an inverse semigroup whose basic semilattίce is L. Let E be a band having L as its structure semilattice (for the definition of structure semilattices, see [6] ). Examples I and II show that there exists a quasi-direct product of E and R if, in particular, R is a union of groups or E is a normal band. However, in case that R and E have no restriction we do not know whether there exists a quasi-direct product of E and R or not. Therefore, we state it as an open problem: 26$ PROBLEM. Let R be an inverse semigroup whose basic semilattice is L. Let E be a band having L as its structure semilattice. Is there a quasi-direct product of E and L? In case that a quasi-direct product of E and L exists, is it unique? 4* A structure theorem* In this section, we shall show that any strictly regular semigroup is isomorphic to a quasi-direct product of a band and an inverse semigroup. More precisely, let S be a strictly regular semigroup and E the band consisting of all idempotents of S. Let σ be the congruence relation on S which gives the greatest inverse semigroup decomposition of S. Then as was shown in Theorem 1, S is a regular extension of E by S/σ. Further it will be shown in this section that such a regular extension of E by S/σ which is isomorphic to S can be obtained as a quasi-direct product of E and S/σ.
Let S be a strictly regular semigroup, and E the band consisting of all idempotents of S. Let E ~ Σ {E a : a e L}(L semilattice) be the structure decomposition of E. Let σ be the congruence relation on S which gives the greatest inverse semigroup decomposition of S. Put S/σ = R. Let x denote the congruence class containing xe S mod σ. As was shown in the § 2, E/σ E (where σ E is the restriction of σ to E) is the basic semilattice of S/σ. Hence we can assume that E/σ E = L.
Of course, in this case E/σ E = {E a : aeL} = {E-: eeE/σ E }.
4L
Now, we construct a set of quasi-direct factors p {~x ,y) of 2? with respect to R as follows: Let E = i?/^ and i£ = £y7Γ 2 , where π γ , π 2 are the equivalence relations on E defined by (3.1) and (3.2) respectively. Let E-= E-/π ι and E-e /π 2 . For every ordered pair (x, y) of elements x, y of R, define a mapping Proof. Let u = exf. Since x -xx*xx*x = (xx-1 )^-1^) -exfefx, we have # = ex/ = %. Now, we can take fx*e as an inverse of u (see [4] ). Hence, let u* = fx*e. Since e = xx~ι -xx* = ΐΰ6* = uu*, both e and uu* are contained in i?;. Hence, e = eMi6*e = e(exf)(fx*e)e = (exf)(fx*e) = m&*. That is, e = %w* Similarly, we obtain w*% = /. Therefore, of course e = ^^* and / = u*u. Next, we shall prove that such an element u is unique. Let v be any element of S such that Proof. Let exf be an element of {exf eeS^-iffeS^i ^}. Then since exf = xx~ιxx~ιx = x, ex/ is an element of S Έ . Conversely let y G S Έ , and put T/?/* = e' and τ/*τ/ = /'. y -x implies y* is an inverse of x. Hence y = T/T/*?/ = yy*%y*V = e'a?/'. Therefore, 7/ is contained in the set {exf'.eeE^-^feE^-i^}.
Thus (1) is satisfied. Since (2) is obvious from (1) and (3), we next prove only the part (3) . Suppose that exf = e'xf, e, e' e E-x -i and /, /' e E x -i Έ .
Then exf = e'xf = x. As is seen from Lemma 5, these elements satisfy (exf)(exf)* = e, (e'xf)(e'xf)* = e', \exf)*(exf) = f and (e'xf)* (e'xf) = f.
Since exf = e'xf, it follows from the above that e = e' and f = f.
Conversely,
suppose that e = ?, / = /', e, e r e E^-i and /, /' e E Έ -ι Έ . Then, we have exf= x = β'a?/', (exf)(exf)* = e = P = ie'xf'){e'xf f )* and
Hence by Lemma 5, two elements exf, e'xf 9 must be the same.
COROLLARY. // R is finite, then | S | = Σ.e* I ^W-i II %-^ V Proof. Obvious.
For every ordered pair (x, y) of elements x, y of R, anyway ρ (ΈtV) is well-defined. Let Ω = {ρ ιΈ , V) : x,yeR} be the collection of all these p {Έ ,y } . Then, it is easy to see that Ω becomes a set of quasi-direct factors of E with respect to R, that is, Ω satisfies the conditions (1), (2), (3) of (3.3) . We shall give a proof only for the condition (2) which is the most complicated condition among the three.
We should prove On the other hand, p { y,z)((e 2 , f 2 ), (e 3 , f 3 )) = (vw(vw)*, (vw)*vw) . Hence fe,P)((^A fc,?)((β 2 ,/4, (e 3 ,/ 3 ))) = ^(s,^)((β» /1), (vw{vw)*, (vw)*vw)) = (uvw(uvw)*, {uvw)*uvw). Accordingly, (2) of (3.3) is satisfied. Since fl is a set of quasi-direct factors of E with respect to R, we can consider the quasi-direct product E X R of E and R determined by Ω. Now, As to the connection between these S and E X R, we have the following theorem which is the main result of this paper: Hence, φ is an isomorphism.
Finally the author is indebted to Professor Naoki Kimura for valuable discussions and for substantial help in the development of the material of this paper.
